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PURE GREEN
We began our journey searching the 
world for the finest of all fine single 
estate green teas. Something easy to 
drink with a touch of sweetness. After 
months of sampling organic teas from 
through- out the world, we selected 
our tea from a traditional boutique 
grower in the remote remote and 
expansive Qiyun mountains in China.  
The tea is carefully grown in 
bio-diverse conditions and 
hand-picked before it’s skillfully pan 
roasted by Chinese tea- masters to 
produce a high grade tea with no 
grassy or bitter taste.

CLASSIC BLACK
Just like with our green tea, we took 
our time to select an equally smooth 
and refreshing organic black tea and 
decided on this humble yet 
sophisticated large leaf tea picked deep 
within the mountainous Fengqing 
region of Yunnan in South West China.

The Yunnan Province is regarded to be 
the birthplace of tea, with Fengqing 
said to be home to the world's oldest 
cultivated tea tree, some 3,200 years 
old. That's really old.

The legacy is ancient, and to this day 
the tea is still grown in natural, bio-
diverse tea gardens. The result is a 
super smooth, sweet and easy drinking.

ESSENTAIL
TEAS



EARL GREY
You'll find no fancy twists or surprises here, 
simply an authentic Earl Grey blend crafted 
from quality organic ingredients, the way it 
should be. Hand blended here in New 
Zealand with premium Black tea, real 
Bergamot Oil (a lot of brands use synthetic 
bergamot because it's cheaper), with locally 
grown New Zealand Orange and Lavender.

IT’S CHAI
The most supreme, well rounded Chai you'll 
ever taste. Tastefully blended with locally 
grown organic orange.

KAWAKAWA.
Calm your stomach and awaken the senses 
with this fiery native blend of Kawakawa, 
Manuka leaves, Ginger and Green Tea.

BERRIES ETC.
Our invigorating and lively berry
tea is packed full of Antioxidant 
and Antimicrobial goodness to revitalize 
the body.

FRESH MINT
Everyone loves a refreshing and calming 
mint tea! This one goes a step further by 
adding the magical memory boosting 
powers of Rosemary, topped 
off with a dusting of lavender.

LEMON-ISH
A sweet lemon blend to help calm those 
nerves of yours and replenish your 
essential vitamins C, E and K. 

THE BLENDS
Most flavoured teas you find will have a 
mystery ingredient  called"flavouring". 
Not our tea, what you see is what you get 
— real ingredients (locally grown 
wherever possible) blended for real 
flavour and real health benefits.
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From a 250g bag of Informal 

Tea, you can expect to receive 

a handsome profit of $297
$297

PROFIT

$30
COST

All prices are in NZD

GREEN

BLACK

BERRY

LEMON

MINT

CHAI

AVERAGE

CUPS/250g      COST/CUP

175

175

150

225

225

175

187 16c

PROFIT/BAG*

$275

$275

$232

$364

$364

$275

$297

* when sold @ $3.50/tea pot, with 2 cups per pot.

50g retail bags

250g bulk bags

$7.50

$30

$10

$40

WHOLESALE RRP

PRICING

PROFIT

17c

17c

20c

13c

13c

17c


